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Abstract
The low temperature behaviour of ®ve distillation cuts (230±3758C) from crude oil from different sources (North Sea,
Africa and Middle East) provided by the Portuguese re®nery Petrogal, was studied. Precipitation curves for these cuts,
showing the evolution of the fraction of solid n-alkanes with temperature, were measured by DSC and the compositions of the
cuts were analysed by gas chromatography (GC). The measured precipitation curves have been compared with the predictions
from a thermodynamical model using the compositional analysis. The model results agree well with the experimental data
indicating that the model used can be an adequate tool to predict the low temperature behaviour of re®ned oil products.
# 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The new European standards for automotive fuels,
issued under the Auto-Oil program [1], are changing
the way fuels are produced. There is a clear trend
towards more paraf®nic fuels [2,3], with better combustion habits, and thus more environmental friendly,
but that will have a worst behaviour at low temperatures presenting higher cloud and pour points.
The solubilities of the long n-alkanes strongly
decrease with temperature and, for diesels, below
280 K, the exact temperature depending on the nalkane content and its distribution, crystals of nalkanes start precipitating plugging pipes and fuel
*
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®lters. The production fuels that simultaneously conform to the new European standards and the low
temperature behaviour restrictions will demand either
an increasing use of additives, such as pour point
depressants, or the redesign of the distillation to
reduce the concentration of n-alkanes to an acceptable
level. For this purpose, it is important to be able to
relate the n-alkane crystallisation with the composition of the ¯uid. This will help to design adequately
the production and blend of fuels, and to select the
most adequate additives [4].
This work studies the low temperature behaviour of
®ve distillation cuts (230±3758C) from crude oils from
different sources (North Sea, Africa and Middle East)
obtained from the Petrogal re®nery. They were chosen
because they are the basis for diesel produced at the
re®nery and cover the range of n-alkane contents
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typically found at the re®nery (3±30 wt.%). Precipitation curves for these cuts, showing the temperature
dependence of the solid fraction formed, were measured by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
according to a method proposed before [5,6]. The
measured precipitation curves are compared with
predictions from a thermodynamical model using a
compositional analysis of the ¯uid by gas chromatography. It will be shown that the model predictions
agree very well with the curves obtained from the DSC
measurements.
2. Experimental
The samples studied had the n-alkane composition
measured by gas chromatography and the average
molecular weight estimated by freezing point depression. No attempt to obtain any further compositional
information, such as a PIONA analysis, was done
since, as will be discussed later, the non n-alkane
compounds do not play a relevant role in the low
temperature behaviour of these ¯uids. The solid formation was assessed by DSC, as described below.
2.1. Gas chromatography
To measure the composition of the samples a Hewlett Packard 6890 equipped with a hydrogen ¯ame
ionisation detector was used. The column employed is
composed of a pre-column of 1 m (i:d:  530 mm);
two 30 m column: the ®rst was made of an HP 5 MS
(i:d:  320 mm and ®lm thickness 0.5 mm) and the
second a HP 5 (i:d:  320 mm and ®lm thickness
0.25 mm); and a ®nal empty column of about
30 cm. The injection was performed on-column. On
this chromatograph both the temperature and the
carrier gas ¯ow rate are programmable. To obtain a
better separation of the heavy paraf®ns the gas ¯ow
rate was kept at 2 cm3 min 1 during the ®rst 100 min
and then increased to 3 cm3 min 1. Heating started at
333 K, at 2.5 K min 1 to 578 K, and then at 2 K min 1
up to 593 K. Under these conditions paraf®ns between
decane (n-C10) and triacontane (n-C30) can be quanti®ed. Nonane (n-C9) (Aldrich >99%) was used as
reference material and CS2 as solvent. A chromatogram for Oso Condensate is shown in Fig. 1. The
compositions obtained are presented in Table 1.

2.2. DSC
The calorimetric measurements were performed on
a Setaram DSC 141. The sample was initially cooled
to 130 K, kept at that temperature for 15 min to
stabilise, and then heated up to 3208C at 3 K min 1.
This heating rate was chosen as a compromise
between a good signal and close to equilibrium conditions. The wax appearance temperatures presented
in Table 2 were measured under these conditions and
may be slightly over estimated. The thermograms are
presented in Fig. 2a±e. They are similar to other DSC
measurements for fuel and crude oils previously
reported in the literature [6±8]: after a glass transition
at around 190 K, there was an exotherm due to the
crystallisation of species that did not crystallise on
cooling; it was followed by a broad endotherm due to
the dissolution of the paraf®nic crystals in the liquid
matrix. The major problem in the treatment of the
DSC results for these ¯uids is the de®nition of a base
line. As proposed by Claudy and LeÂtoffeÂ [7,8] a
polynomial line ®tted the liquid region and the base
of the exotherm, where the dissolution of the paraf®ns
began, was used as base line. Since there was no way
to assess the `true' base line for these ¯uids this was a
fair approach to it. Nevertheless, one must be aware that
some uncertainly was introduced in the calculations by
its adoption. Using this base line the fraction of solids
dissolved was obtained using an approach proposed
before [5,6] were the fraction of melted n-alkanes was
identi®ed with the fraction of total energy required to
completely melt the n-alkanes obtained from the integration of the energy using the adjusted base line.
3. Modelling the solid formation
The solid formation was described as a solid±liquid
equilibrium of n-alkanes. The general solid±liquid
equilibrium equation relating the compositions with
non-ideality of the phases and the pure component
thermophysical properties was used [9]
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Fig. 1. Gas chromatography analysis of the distillation cut obtained from Oso Condensate. The higher peaks are the n-alkanes.

3.1. The liquid phase non-ideality
In previous works the liquid phase was assumed to be
non-ideal and modelled using the Flory-free volume
equation [10]. The use of this model for the liquid phase
required a more detailed knowledge of its composition
such as a PIONA analysis or equivalent. However the
non-ideality of the liquid phase was not very signi®cant
[11] and as discussed in a previous work [12] to consider
the solvent composed of 25% of aromatics or being

fully paraf®nic does not change the low temperature
behaviour of a solution. To simplify the approach, both
in calculation and experimental requirements, an ideal
liquid phase will be adopted in this work.
3.2. The solid phase non-ideality Ð predictive
UNIQUAC
The solid phase non-ideality will be described by
the predictive UNIQUAC model [13,14]. This is a

Table 1
n-alkane composition (wt.%) and average molecular weight of the distillation cuts studied
C10

C11

C12

C13

C14

C15

C16

0.04
0.05
0.07

0.06
0.11
0.09

0.03

0.09

0.36
0.56
0.28
0.07
0.53

10.65
10.11
9.65
5.50
13.22

13.42
12.77
14.05
13.66
14.79

14.43
13.61
16.36
17.30
14.94

11.86 9.72
11.15 9.88
12.15 9.40
9.97 7.22
11.39 10.41

Average distribution 0.05

0.09

0.36

Brent
Oso Condensate
Troll
DUC
Sahara Blend

9.83 13.74 15.33 11.30

C17

C18

C19

C20

C21

C22

C23

C24

8.3
9.01
8.63
9.52
9.07

7.97
8.94
8.09
9.81
7.78

8.25
8.46
8.03
11.42
7.38

6.97
8.04
6.32
6.19
5.54

6.52
6.02
5.53
7.21
4.06

1.42
1.22
1.36
2.14
0.75

0.02

9.33 8.91

8.52

8.71 6.61

5.87

1.38

0.03

0.04

Total Mw
19.55
31.98
9.79
2.79
21.17

222.8
226.8
231.7
220.3
235.8
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Table 2
Comparison between measured and predicted WATs

Brent
Oso Condensate
Troll
DUC
Sahara Blend

the phase behaviour nothing, but pure component
properties.

Measured
WAT K 1

Predicted
WAT K 1

Deviation K

273.8
278.9
265.6
256.2
271.2

272.7
277.5
265.3
256.6
271.1

1.1
1.4
0.3
0.4
0.1

Average deviation

1

0.66

version of the original UNIQUAC, where
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The n-alkanes composition was obtained experimentally from the GC analysis, but no information
was available about the composition of the balance of
the ¯uid. As discussed above an ideal liquid phase will
be assumed and thus no differentiation was made
between aliphatic and aromatic compounds in the
liquid phase. A single pseudo-compound will be used
to describe the liquid phase. Its concentration is given
by the concentration of non n-alkanes obtained from
the GC analysis. The choice of the pseudo-compound
is done by matching the average molecular weight of
the pseudo-solution used in the calculation with the
measured average molecular weight.
4. Results

(3)

using a new de®nition for the structural parameters r
and q [14].
The predictive local composition concept [13]
allowed an estimation of the interaction energies,
lij, used by these models. The pair interaction energies
between two identical molecules were estimated from
the heat of sublimation of the pure n-alkane taking the
solid phase as an orthorhombic crystal,
2
Dhsblm i RT
(4)
Z
where Z is the coordination number and has a value of
Z  6 for orthorhombic crystals. The heats of sublimation, hsblm  hvap  hm  htr , was calculated at
the melting temperature of the pure component. The
heat of vaporisation, hvap was assessed using the
PERT2 correlation of Morgan and Kobayashi [15].
The pair interaction energy between two non-identical molecules is given by
lii 

lij  ljj

3.3. Solvent characterisation

(5)

where j is the n-alkane with the shorter chain of the
pair ij.
The solid±liquid equilibrium model was, thus, a
purely predictive model that used in the calculation of

The experimental precipitation curves obtained are
presented in Fig. 3a±e. The curves exhibited similar
shapes only shifted in temperature with differences
that are related to the total n-alkane content. For the
samples studied in this work the WATs nicely correlate
with the total n-alkane content as shown in Fig. 4.
Unfortunately, as has been shown before [16±18], this
sort of correlation cannot be generalised to ¯uids with
n-alkane distributions different than those used in the
development of the correlation, as the WAT is highly
dependent on the n-alkane distribution besides the
total content.
Some recent results for crude oils [19,20] show that
the total n-alkane content in waxy crude oils is related
to the average molecular weight of the ¯uid. For the
distillation cuts studied and other fuels from the
literature [6,16], it was found that there was no such
relation. The data in Table 1 clearly illustrates this.
The Fig. 3a±e also show the modelling results for
each of the studied samples. As can be seen the
predictions of the model agree very well with the
experimental precipitation curves. Even for very low
total n-alkane contents as for the cut from DUC oil,
which contains only 2.8 wt.% of n-alkanes, and a WAT
of 256 K, an excellent description of the experimental
data is obtained. Due to the low n-alkane content the
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Fig. 2. DSC measurements for distillation cuts from Brent (a); Oso Condensate (b); Troll (c); DUC (d); and Sahara Blend (e).
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Fig. 2. ( Continued ).

DSC measurement for this ¯uid is particularly dif®cult
due to the low intensity of the energy measured and
thus, a larger experimental error is associated with this
measurement. Generally it seems that the model
slightly underestimates the measured precipitation
curves. Since the DSC measurements are performed
with a heating rate that does not assure that the
equilibrium is attained in the sample, the temperatures
measured are slightly overestimated and this may
explain the deviations between the experimental data
and the model predictions. Other reason may reside in
the inadequacies of the baseline chosen. Model limitations would also be another obvious explanation
given the huge simpli®cations made in what concerns
the sample composition. Nevertheless, and taking into

account all the simpli®cations used and assumptions
made, the model predictions and the experimental data
present a surprisingly good agreement. The proposed
model, using only the information from GC analysis,
can thus provide a quick and reliable estimate of the
low temperature behaviour of the fuel and could easily
be used to plan fuel blends to meet some given low
temperature speci®cations.
As suggested before for the distillation cuts studied
it would be possible to develop a correlation to predict
WATs from the total n-alkane content. Given the
similarity of the n-alkane distributions among the
studied samples, that appears to be completely independent of the total n-alkane content, it would also be
possible, from the results presented, to propose an
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Fig. 3. Measured and predicted precipitation curves for distillation cuts from Brent (a); Oso Condensate (b); Troll (c); DUC (d); and Sahara
Blend (e).
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Fig. 3. ( Continued ).

Fig. 4. Relation between total n-alkane content and wax appearance temperatures for the studied cuts.
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average n-alkane distribution for 230±3758C distillation cuts. Such a distribution is presented in Table 1.
By using the average distribution, only a measurement
of the total n-alkane content would be required to
apply the model to obtain a reliable estimate of the low
temperature behaviour of the fuel.
5. Conclusion
Distillation cuts from ®ve crude oils commonly
used to fuel production, had their low temperature
behaviour studied. The composition of the samples
was analysed by GC and precipitation curves were
measured by DSC and predicted by a thermodynamic
model assuming ideal liquid phase and a solid phase
which non-ideality is described by the predictive
UNIQUAC model. It was shown that the model provides an accurate description of the experimental data
and can thus be used for a quick estimate of the low
temperature behaviour of a fuel or to plan fuel blends
to meet existing regulations.
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